Side Chains and the Insufficient Lubrication of Water in Polyacrylamide Hydrogel-A New Insight.
Existing theories cannot predict the mechanical property changes of polyacrylamide hydrogels with different water content because of the absence of side chains. In this study, polyacrylamide hydrogels are prepared and tested to investigate the side chain effect on their mechanical properties. First, the comparison between the effective chain density and total chain density provides proof of the large amount of side chains in the polymer network of PAAm hydrogel. We propose a practical chain density fraction to measure the side chain fraction. Then, the abnormal Young's moduli-polymer volume fraction relationship reveals that side chains affect the mechanical properties of hydrogel through the insufficient lubrication of water. Water confined in narrow space within a molecular-level size can bear shear force to provide extra deformation resistance. A constitutive mode considering the effect of the insufficient lubrication of water is proposed. Combining this constitutive model with experimental results, we find that this insufficient lubrication of water exists even in equilibrium PAAm hydrogel. Molecular dynamics simulations reveal that this insufficient lubrication of water comes from the constraint of polymer chains. It also demonstrates that when there is insufficient lubrication, the rearrangement of water molecules leads to the persistent energy dissipation in the Mullins effect of PAAm hydrogel.